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Abstract
(hrrcut space exploration goals for NASA include pla,nnccl a]ld proposed missious to aste~oids. ‘1’hesc
]Ilissious generally call for a period of orbital operations iu C1 OSC proxiulity to the asteroid, in sonic cases
comi]lg withiu 2 radii of the asteroid, A challcngc for the navigators of these missions is to predict the
orbital c]lvironme]lt about the asteroid and to derive pre-nlission plans for the control of these orbits. ‘1’his
paper investigates the major perturbations asteroid orbiters will encounter over a range of relevant asteroid
S17, CS.
‘J*1Ic relevant perturbations acting on the asteroid orbiter arc due to the irregular shape of the asteroicl,
solar radiation pressure and the solar tide. “1’hc efTccts of tllcsc perturbatio]ls on the satellite osculating cle]ilcnts are discussed in the context of the averagccl ],agrangc ]’lanetary cc]uations. ‘1’hesc averaged equations
provide accurate qualitative prediction of tlIc expected satellite motion. l;xact solution of these averaged
.
.
cqnatlo]ls are posslb]c III some cases. Adclitionally, tbc dynanlical cnvirollmcnt about au asteroid cau be
charactcrimd by its shape, size and rotation rate. ‘1’his characterization identifies regions of orbital stability
ancl il~stability about tbe asteroid.
‘J’hc effects of the solar radiation pressure and of the asteroid S } I apc arc investigated in detail, as these
dominate over the effect of the solar ticlc in situations of interest. “Mc solar radiatio]l pressure perturbations
arc significant for orbiters about sll~all asteroids. The effect of tlic asteroid shape is significant for all or~]tcrs
witlli]l a fcw asteroid radii and dominates over the other cfrects for larger asteroids. I,’or intermediate sized
asteroids, botl] the solar radiation pressure and the asteroid shape Inust bc taken iuto account.
‘1’hc study carried out in this paper is significa]it as it addresses tl~e nou-l{cplcrian nature of satellite
orbits about asteroids. For any potc]ltia] orbiter nlissio~l to an asteroicl, these effects must bc seriously considcrccl during pre-flight navigation and mission planning. ‘1’his paper provides an analysis and methodology

which allows for qualitatively correct pre-flight planning.

1 Introduction
‘1’hc iuvcst,igatiou of asteroids is of interest to the space science colnmunity for several reasons, the
]nost colnpclling beiug the relatively uuknown properties of asteroids and the insight this iuforlnatiorl
would provide into solar systcln forlnatioll aud history. Astcroi d orbiters arc the most cfficicnt
plat,forin with which to investigate asteroids as they allow for a loug period of observation and
characterization and eventually enable an asteroid landing for direct sa~npliug. “l’he navigation
l]lctlloclology used im approac.bing, characterizing and orbiting an asteroid is detailed in Rcfcrcncc
[10]. ‘1’hc current paper discusses tl,c ,najor perturbations whicl, act o,, al, asteroid orbiter al,d their
cffcc.(l 011 the orbit.

IIy nmcssity, the discussion in this paper is forced to cover a range of asteroid sizes and
heliocentric. orbits, Thus the forvnulation of these effects is kept general, although specific cxa~nplcs
arc used throughout. ‘1’he discussion is lilnited to the major perturbations acting on the asteroicl
orbiter. “1’hcse perturbations I nay bc cva]uatlecl given ground based observations of the asteroid. Such
au analysis is useful as it clesc.ribcw the basic. motions orbiters will follow. IIigher order perturbation
tllcorics will begin from these solutions once the astmoi d is mcounterecl and characterized. ‘1’hc
validity of these results am lilnited to less than 100 asteroid radii in general. For radii larger than
this, tile assrrrnptions made in deriving the results should bc verified for applic.al>ilit,y.

2 Asteroid and Spacecraft Properties
For aspccific. mission, thcrangco forbitsfor c.andidatc asteroids is fixed by the mission paralnctms
sLIc.h as injection energy and mission duration. Still, candidate asteroids lnay have size differences
of an order of magnitude and the shapes of each asteroid will bc unique. Also ilnportant is the sim
and lnass of the spacecraft, especially in the current agc of s~nal]cr and lighter spacecraft designs,
2.1

Asteroid Size and Mass

Candidate asteroids for rendezvous and orbital ~nissions have a large variation in size. Stated
c.andidatcs for planned and potential NASA sponsored l[lissions include hlcrmrs, with a radius <
0.4 kin, Eros with an average radiusof 10kln and Vesta with an average racliusof 245 k~n. ‘J1lIUS
the radii of asteroids to consiclcr range over 3 orders of~nagnitude.
‘1’he specific shape of an asteroid is easily specified as a tri-axial ellipsoid. Although the
actual shape will deviate from this gcolnetrical figure, it is convenient to usc this parainetcrization
in a prior-i studies when details of the asteroid shape are unknown, ‘1’hc tri-axial ellipsoid allows
for the inclusion of the lnajor colnponcnts of the asteroid’s non-spheric.a] shape. Using this moclel
the asteroid size and shape isspccified by the three majorhalf-dilnmsionsof the body, commonly
tervncd CY, /3 and -y. ‘I’hmcparalncters arcstrict]y orclcmd asa ~~~ y.
‘I’hcdensity of an asteroid, p,isaparalncter which cannot be~)-leas~lred ul}tilactllal ellc.oul~ter
with tl~e body occurs and the cst,i]nation process begins. For our studies, wc assume a density of
3.5 g/cc, although this will be uncertain to a large extent. For icy bodies, this density lnay be as
low as 1 g/cc, for iron bodies this density maybe ]nuch larger. ‘1’his is an ilnportant paralneter,
and given any specific. asteroid the literature should bc investigated to scc what its Incan density is
conjcc.tured to be.
Given these parameters, the lnass constant II of the asteroid Inay be colnputed:
(1)
G is tile universal constaut of gravitation and has a value of G = 6.67259x 10-s c1n3/(gs2). Another
paralncter of int,crmt is the average asteroid radius, to be used in p calculations. ‘l’his is clefined as
the IIarlnonic lne.au of the three lnajor axes of the asteroid:
a’==

(@-y)’f3

(2)

Given average asteroid radii ranging fro~n 0.5 tc) 250 ktn, i,lle ]nass paralnctcr will vary over
a range:
1.2

X

1 0-7 ~ p ~ 15,3 km3/s2

(3)

Clearly, the relevant forces and their effect will vary over this range. ]n gcllcral, near-Earth asteroids
have 11 values ranging over 1 x 10 -7 + 1 x 10 -3 k i n :+ / s 2 . Main belt asteroids of interest have li
values ranging over 1 x 10 –3 + 1 x 10] km3/s2.
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2.2 Asteroid Orbits
“J’he hcliocmtric orbits of asteroids also vary. in general, asteroids of interest range froln 1 to 3 AU.
‘1’his range clocs not inclucle all asteroids of interest, hut slloulcl bc sufficient for this discussion.
Given the astcroicl semi-major axis, a quantity of interest is the rate of ckangc of the asteroid
true anomaly, clcfiucd as:
(4)
Where /1s = 1.3272 x 1011 km3/s2 is the gravitational constant of the sun, ,4 is the semi-major axis
of the asteroid, E is the eccentricity of the asteroid allcl 1{. is the distaucc of the asteroid fro~n the
sun. If ihc asteroid is in a nearly circular orbit,, the cxl)rcssion sinlplifics to the rate of change of the
II)call ano~iialy of the asteroid:

Using the astrono]nical unit as a length standard, Equation 5 may bc restated as:

N=

where Ris now the sclni-majoraxis of the asteroid cxl)rcsscd in astrouolnical
For astcroidsin thcrangcsstatcd, this rat,eof c.hangcvaricsovcr:
1 ~fi~O.188dcgrccs/day
2.3 Spacecraft

(6)

& dcgrccs/day
units.

(7)

Parameters

‘J’hcspacccraft parameter ofintcrcst isthcarca tolnass ratio for solar radiation pressure conlputations. Asteroid orbiters will ingencral bcslnallcran dlightcrthan spacecraft dcsignccl forplauctary
orbit. For definiteness, wc choose aparticu]ar valucrclating to a l)iscovcry class spacecraft of cflcctive area 5 ]nz and ]Inass 160 kg. Froln this wc define the area to lnass ratio, B = Area / Mass, or
B=0,03125m2/kg forourparticularc xamplc. ‘I’hisvaluc ofthcparalneteris used throughoutthc
l)al)cr for dcfiuitcncss of discussion.

3 Primary Forces
Othcr than the attraction of the asteroid gravity, there arc three prilnary forces acting on an asteroid
orhitcr: solar tide, solar radiation pressure and asteroid sl]apc.

3.] Solar Tide
‘1’he magnitudcand direction of the solar tide forcc, in all inertial framcccntcred on the asteroid,
can bc given approxirnatlcly as:
F71 =
Coss =

–j’jzr (l- 3cos2S)r,
rs . r~

(8)
(9)

where fl is the true ano~naly rat,c of the asteroid about, the sun, r is tile radius of the spacecraft
frolntllc asteroid ccntcr, r, istheunit vcctorf rolnthcastcroid ccnter pointingat the spacecraft, r~
is the unit vector pointing in the anti-solar direction and S is the angle bctwccn these two vectors.
Equation 8isderived illlI)licitlyf ro~ntl~cl lillcclllatiol~so fll~otiol]asstatcd in Rcfcrcncc [3].
Note that thcdi~tancc ofthcastcroid from the sun and thcsolar ~nassisprwscmt ilnplicitlyth rough
tllcl~aralnctcr N.
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,.
‘1’hc cquilibriuln points associated with this form are at the positio~) where the solar tide and
gravitational attraction of the asteroid cancel. Relative to the asteroid their coordinates are:
(lo)

wl]cre ~(
1.5 All,
general
initially
will not

is the asteroid gravitational constant, For an asteroid with density 3.5 g/cc in an orbit at
these points lie at w 300& froln tho asteroid. ‘J’his is further from Llle asteroid than will in
be considered in this paper. III Reference [7] the effective radius for tho sun to capture an
circular orbit in ICSS than 20 years is given as 450&. ‘1’bus, the possihi]ity of solar capture
be a ]najor consideration for short-term missions to asteroids.

3.2 Solar Radiation Pressure
‘J’hc lnagnitudc and direction of the solar radia!io]l l)ressure acting on an asteroid orbiter is expressed
ill inert,ia] space as:
F,s

==

gr’g
G11)
= ‘-–
R2

9

(11)
(12)

Ii ist,hespac,ecraft
area tomassratio ( d e f i n e d
wllcrc G’l is the solar constant w 1 X108 kg km3 Z/sa ]n
,
previously) and Risthc asteroid distant.efrolll t,hcsLIn in kilometers. lJsingtlle astronomicalunit
as a lncasure of length and the no~nina] value of B = 0.03125, the paralneter g can he expressed as:
9

= 1.389 X 10-’0+2 k m / s

(13)

wllcre It is now tile asteroid heliocentric distance in astronomical units. ‘1’his simple relation assu~nm
that the solar radiation pressure force always acts in the anti-solar direction. A ~nore sop}) isticated
modcJ would also include the orientation and the absorption and reflectance properties of the spacecraft.
Sil]]ilar to t}]e solar tide, the solar radiation pressure force will lead to an cquilibriu)n point
on the far side of the asteroid:
l’+;

p
– I’g
{9

=

(14)

Assul[ling that the asteroid is in a 1.5 AIJ orbit, this equilibriuln point is located at w 125tr3i2
kln away from the sun. Additionally, this force will ]noclify the solar tide equilibrium point on the
sun-ward side of the asteroid. For a 1 km radius asteroicl, this point is pushed from 300 kln to
1746 k]]} towards the sun. For a 10 k]n asteroid, t,his point, is pushecl froln 3000 km to 3700 km.
Only for a 100 ktn asteroid C1OCS the effect of the solar radiation pressure bcc.olne g]nall, with the
clistanc.e being pushed fro]n 30,000 km to 30,600 km. Note that these numbers are dcpcndcnt, on the
spacecraft parameter B, and that for a slnallcr area to ~nass ratio, the effect of the solar radiation
pressure will decrease accordingly. “1’his silnp]c analysis presages the results discussed in Section 8
wllcrc it, is seen that the solar tide only becomes significant for large asteroicls.
3.3 Asteroid Shape
‘J’he force cflects due to a non-spherical asteroid shape are quite co]nplcx. ‘1’he lnost efIicient ]nanncr
in which to characterize thcln is through a sphcrica] harmonic expansion of the asteroid gravitational
field. Although such an approach is generally used in practice, it is not enlightening for pre-mission
planning purposes when there is no definitive estimate for the gravitational harmonics. A better
approach ]nay bc to usc closed for~n expressions of knowl] shapes which approxilnatc the asteroid
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shape. Examples of those shapes include a tri-axial ellipsoid potential or a collcc.tioll of point mass
potcntia]s rotating in unison (Itcfcrencc [6]).
‘1’IIc effect of the asteroid s}lapc upon an orbiter can bc quite significant, as will be discussed
later. ‘1’hc major cflects ~nay bc discerned by noting the asteroicl ‘1’ype (defined in %ction 7.2) and
t]ic lnajor gravitational perturbations which can usually be characterized by using a second orclcr
gravitational field. in many instances, for characterizing the lnain effect of the asteroid shape, it is
c.onvenicni, to usc the primary oblatcncss term, 32.

4 Coordinate Systems
coordinate systc]ns of interest in the study of this problem, one referenced to the
astcroicl orbital plane, and the other referenced to the asteroid equatorial plane. These are referred
to asthcOrbitlal systeln and the Equatorial systenl )rcspective]y.

‘J’l)crc arc two

4.1 Orbital System
‘1’his systeln is the preferred coordinate franrc for discussi~lg the solar effects: solar radiation pressure
and solar tide.
IJcfine the 2 axis along the anti-solar unit vector l.g at tile initial epoch, as tilnc progresses
the r~ vector will rotate in this frame. ‘I%e ~ axk is taken to be norms] tO ~lIC ast~roid orbit Plallc
and the y axis follows fro)n the usual construction and lies perpendicular to the SLIn line and in the
orbit, plane, pointing in the direction of travel. Assulne that the satellite is dcscribccl at any time by
its osculating orbit elements: a, c, i, w, Q and 7’. ‘J’he orbital clement L = w + Q is also used where
appropriate,
‘J’hc node of the orbit, Q, is II]casurecl in the my plane, increasing in the counter-clockwise
direction froln the ~ unit vector and is specified by the unit vector:

‘J’lIC unit vector normal to the orbit, plane is specified as:
~h

=

sin Q sin ii — cos Q sin iy + cos ii

(16)

‘1’]IC vcc,tor transverse to both the node and normal vectors is defined as:
r~>

== S}b x r~
=— sin Q cos ii +- cos Q cos iy + sin i2

(17)

Given these vectors, the periapsis unit, vcc.tor is:
rp

=

c.oswr~ + sin wq

(18)

]ntroduc.c the notation u = w +- f, where j is the true anolna]y. ‘Ilcn tllc satellite is located by the
unit, vector:
r~

= cos urn +- sin urq,
= [COS u cos Q - sin u sin Q cos i] x

(19)

+ [Cos U sin Q + sin u cos Q cos i] y + sin u sin i.i
l~inal]y, define the unit vector along the down-track dircc.tion of the satellite orbit:
r’b

=
—
—

~h X ~S
- [sin u cos Q +- cos u sin Q cos i] i
- [sin u sin Q - cos u COSQ cosi] y + cosv sin ii
5

(20)

‘1’his colnpletes the specification of the satellite orbit. in this systmn the anti-solar vector r~
is sl~eciflcxl as:
rg
Whcm N

(21)

= cos(N)i + sin(~)y

is the true ano]na]y of tllc asteroid orhit, and can found by integrating Equation 4.

4.2 Equatorial

System

‘1’llis coordinate system is preferred for dcxzrihing l,hc effect of the asteroid shape on tllc spacecraft
orbit. ‘1’lle Ze axis is defined to lie along the mean asteroid rotation pole w. ‘1’hc ie axis is defined
to lie in the asteroid orbital plane, and the ye axis is defined as usual.
ie

Ye

=
=

;X; e
—-—

‘1’he spacecraft position in the equatorial coordinate systeln
stated vectors i]) ]]qua~iolls 15- ’20, with i, j, and i replaced with
‘1’hc lnean asteroid rotation pole w is located in the orbital
flu, and inclination i,,,. Given tltis, the equatorial coordinate system
orbital coordinate systctn unit vectors as:
ke

=

ie

=

(22)

pxi,[
z~ x Xe

(23)
is defined with the previously
ie, ye, and ie respdwly.
coordinate system by its node
uuil vectors are related to the

cos flu, i -t sin ~u,~
Ye=– sin QU, cos iu, i + cos flu, cos iti, y + sin iu, Z
sin Clu, sin iW& — cos Qti, sin iu, y +- cos iW~

(24)
(25)
(26)

5 Solar Tide
l’rcvious invcst,igators have derived the averaged l.agrange equations for this force. A complete
derivation of this cflc~t is given in Reference [4]. ‘1’hc eficct of the solar tide on the osculating
elerl)ents is of order A’2/n. As will be seen, these effects only beco]ne significant for spacecraft at
large distances froln an asteroid.

6 Solar Radiation Pressure
‘1’his force is gcncral]y slnall for orbiters and is includccl in the higher orcler pcrturhations. Since
asteroids arc s~nall, however-, this force grows in ilnportanm and is sotnctitnes the dominant force.
‘1’he IIlain effect is studied by averaging over the satellite orbit, although the averaging removes solne
effects of interest. ]n this analysis we assutnc that the orbiter is not “blown away” by the radiation
l)rcssurej whiclt could occur for large 1] values, very sloall asteroids or at large distauces froln the
asteroid.

6.1 Center of Orbit Offset
(Jtlc dyllalnical effect of the solar radiation pressure wl]ich averaging re]novcs is the offset of the
orbit plane fro)n the center of the asteroid. “J’his eflect is largest when in a solar plane-of-sky orbit.
A silt!ple analysis shows the ]nagnit,udc of this effect.
Assulne that the satellite orbit is nolninally circular and in the solar plane-of-sky. ‘1’hcn the
solar radiation pressure will act norloal to the orhit plane with a constant force and push the orbit
l)lanc so that the asteroid ccnt,cr no longer lies in this plane.
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in inertial coordinates, the potcmtial force for tl)is offset can be expressed as:

(27)
wllcrc ~ is the ofl’set of t,hc orbit center along the sun-line, a is the radius of the circular orbit, g is
tllc solar radiation pressure force and p is the gravitatiol)al constant of the asteroid. l’hc rotation
of the sun has been ncglmtcd for this sinlp]c analysis, ‘1’hc offset coordinate ~ then obeys a second
order diflcvcntlial equation:
(28)
l)uc to t,hc small magnitude of the g terln, the offset ( will in genera] bc small, and hence allows for
the approximation:
~ .

+9

(29)

‘1’his equation describes an oscillation about all equilibriuln point,. ‘1’he cquilibriuln point
cl) arac.tcrizes the average offset of the orbit froln the asteroid center and is:
(30)
For an asteroid in a heliocentric circular orbit at a radius of 1.5 All, this becomes:
co

~

6.3

X

()

1 0- 5 :
c1

3

k]n

(31)

in general, this offset distance can be used as a lneasurc of WI)CN the averaged equations of Inotion
begin to break down. ‘1’aking the spat.ccraft, to an orl>it at 25 asteroid radii yields an offset of 1 kin.
For slnal] asteroids, this cflcct can beco~nc quite large. For cxalnple, should the asteroid be only 1
kln in radius, the orbit plane will no ]ongcr col]tain tl)e astmroid! Should this offset bcco~nc large
with respect to the asteroid radius, the averaged equations should bc reconsidered and compared
against the. numerically int,cgrat,ed equations of lnotion to ascertain their valiclit,y.
(5.2 Averaged Solar Radiation Pressure
‘1’lIc Lagrange planetary equations describe the variation of the osculating orbit elements of a bocly
when u]ldm the influcncc of additional forces. ‘1’hc solar radiation pressure force Inay be formulated
as a disturbing pote])tia] to the central attraction of the asteroid:
‘J?.

=
c

–rF’. .r,

(32)

–gr [COS u COS(Q – N) – sin u sin(fl -- N) cos i]

(33)

]Mlne a new element A = Q – N, ‘J’his is the node of the orbit ]ncasured in the orbital coordinate
systcnll rotating with the sun ]inc, ‘1’his potential is averaged over the mean anolnaly to yield the
sccu]ar potential:
Ii.,

=

–~gac [cosw cos A - sinu sin A cos i]

(34)

llsing this disturbing potential in the Lagrange equations lcacls to the equations for the secular
effects (SCC Reference [8]):
(35)
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(36)
de
ii=
dw —
—
dt

–Cg/i - e2 [sinw cos(~) + cosw cos i sin(~)]
Cg C2
——
[cos w eos(~) - sin w cos i sin(~)]
c
–C.osi

.da
dt

-.
—

(37)

$+-N
()

(38)
(39)

0

wl)crc the parameter C’g is defimxl as:
(40)
and N is found by integrating Equation 4.
Note that Equations 35-38 arc fully integrable, although the form of their solution cannot be
rcduc.ed to sirnp]e expressions in )nost cases. ‘1’he description of the integrable solution is worked out
in Reference [8]. In this solution the averagccl elelncnts are reduced to a solution with two frequencies
on a torus. ‘J’he solution has degenerate frequcncics, i.e. the two fuadalnental frequencies of the
solut,io]l have the sa~nc period. ‘1’bus, all solutions to Equations 35 - 38 are l)eriodic with the same
period. ‘J’hc two oscillations do not move uniforlnly wit]) respect to each other in time, however.
lhrtllcrlnore, as will be discussed later, the period of the so]utions is independent of the initial
conditions, and only a function of the asteroid helioccntcic orbit, the solar radiation pressure force g
and the selni-]najor axis of the asteroid orbiter a (which is conserved in these averaged equations).
It is important to note that these equations are averaged over one orbital periocl. IIencc in
i,hc nulnerica] solutions to the full equations of Inotion illere are significant short-period oscillations.
Should the amplitude of these oscillations grow large, the applicability of the averaged equations
will break-down. ‘]’his generally occurs when the radius of the orbit about the asteroid grows too
large.
‘1’hc dynalnic. s of an asteroid orbiter under solar radiation pressure alone are now discussed.
‘J’his discussion in divided into two cases, ~ = O and N ~ O. in the forlner case, the integrable
solution to the eccentricity II]ay be sill]ply stated. In the latter case, there arc a number of particular
solutions of practical intcrmt.

6 . 2 . 1 D y n a m i c s Whcm N = O
“1’his case is an idealization and assulnes that the asteroid rate about the sua is very small. It is of
usc as it allows for a silnple characterization of the solution for the ecceat~ic.ity.
‘1’wo of the intcgra]s of motion for Equations 35-38 in this case (N = O) arc:
k = fi– C2 sin(~) sill i
/1 = e [COSW cos A – sill w sin A C.OS i]

(41)
(42)

Note that the following bounds and relations lnay be cstal)lishcd:
1},1 <
Ikl
Ihl -f Ik[
[sin w cos A + cos w sin A cos i]z
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1

< 1
< 1
=1_k2&
1- C2 C2

(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)

. .

Using Equation 46, IEquation 37 can bc written in terllls of lL, k and c alone:
i=

.~)k’=i)iz=)

(47)

wllcrc
2
e, = ; [ 1 + h’ - k’] - ;fi- /,2)2 +(1 - k’)’ - - ( 1 + /l’k”

(48)

c? = ; [] i-

(49)

1,2-

k’]+ ;~i -- h’)’

-i (1 - k’)’ --(1+ h’kz)

Assulning that e(0) = el, the equation may be clircctly iutegratcd to yield the silnplc solution:
(50)

It is clear that, c1 < e ~ c},. Note that if both h = O allcl k = 1, then c1 = cl, = O, aud the orbit is
frozen into a circular orbit in the solar plane-of-sky. Collvcrscly, if It = 1 and k = O, then c1 =. Ch = 1
and tllc orbit is a dcgcmcratc ellipse. Finally, if 1~ = O and k # O, then el = O and eh = 1 aud the
mcmtricity will vary between O and 1.
‘1’hc period of the ccwmtricity variation is 71J = T/C~. lJndcr the condition fi ~ O, the
solution for the eccentricity becomes coupled with the ang]cs, and its perioc] of lnotion doubles,
although for ~ << 1 its motion will retain a characteristic doul~lc lIUII-IP al~d will approach c), twice
in every oscillation.
‘J’he solution for the ang]cs i, u and ~ c.auuot bc cxpr-essed in such a simple forvn. I1O U U CI S
on r’ and A may be found, however, usiug the integral k. l)efinc the angle CYk = arcsin k, theu these
angles will be constrained to lie within the bounds:
i E

(@k,fi-@~)

(51)

(cYk, ~-@k)
(52)

AEor
{ (27r--@,, z--l a,)

Note the interesting result for an orbiter with k, h $0: tlIc orbiter will not collide with t}~c point
lnass (c ~. 1 ) and the angular molnmtuin vector will be bounclecl away frolu becoming nor~na] to
the sun-line.
6 $ 2 . 2 Dynamics When N + O
As notccl prcvious]y, Equations 35-38 arc still integrab]c. Hy proper choice of variables, the ]r]otion
can bc reduced to two oscillations, each with the salnc period, Scc Rcfercncc [8] for furthm details
on this elegant solution.
When orbiting an asteroid, it is desired to keep the cxccutric.ity froln becoming large or varying
widc]Y, as this lnaY ]cad to collisions with the asteroid or bring tl~c orbit C1OSC to the asteroid where
the higher order gravitational effccl,s may perturb tile orl)ii. For N = O the eccentricity was boundecl
froln above by {~. 111 the full solution the eccentricity will in general vary over an interval
of the salnc approximate size. ‘1’his is of concern to the cmbitcr navigation] tealn as it is au effect
whic]l lnust be controlled and corrected for. ‘1’hus it is desirecl to find any particular solutiolls to the
orbitm equations which will guarautcx that the cxc.cmtric.ity rmnains coustant.
‘1’here arc four such orbits where the eccentricity and the other osculating elelnents re~nain
constant ON average iu the prcscncc of the solar radiaticm pressure, ‘1’hcsc solutions arc frozeu orbits.
‘J’wo of those orbits lie in the asteroid orbital plane, the other two lie in tllc solar plaue-of-sky.
Pirst, an ilnportant para]netcr to clcfiue is:
(53)
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NotNJ that,, in tmvns of the clc~nentary ccmstants of this problc]n, this paralnetm lnay be expressed
as:
3GI B
(54)
A = –—@(l - --{z~ ;
Al] these paralnetcrs are constant for any given spaccxr-aft, spacecraft orbit and asteroid orbit.
,Significantlyj this is true cwc.n if the asteroid is in an eccentric orbit about the sun.
For an asteroid with an average radius of ~ in a heliocentric. circular orbit at 1.5 AU and an
orbiter with semi- lnajor axis a, the paralneter lnay bc exl)ressccl as:
(55)
‘1’bus, for large orbits A becolncs large and for large asteroids A bccolnes slnal].
‘1’hc solar plane-of-sky solutions have their angles spccificd as i = 7r/2 and sin u sin(~) == – 1.
‘1’his directly implies that, w = +7r/2 and A = T7r/2. ‘1’hus the orbit angular Inolncntum vector
eit,llcr points towarcls or away from the sun and the pcriapsis lies along the z-axis below or above
the asteroid, rmpectivcly. in other words, the periapsis is chosen so that the orbiter velocity points
along the asteroid’s orbital motion about the sun.
Substitute the above angles into I;quations 35 - 38 to find that all the. equations for the
osculating clclnrmts arc zero cxccpt for A:
(56)
‘llc ccccntrricity which zeroes out this equation is:

/LA7

c]=—

(57)

Note that this eccentricity is constant even if the astercjicl is in an elliptic orbit about the SUU.
For larger asteroids, this eccentricity approac.hcs 1, w}lmeas for larger orl~its about an asteroid,
the eccentricity approaches O.
‘1’hc asteroid orbital plane solutions have an inclination of cit,her i = O, n. If i = O, then choose
w + A =- r, if i = fl, then choose w — A = O where the quantity 0 = w * A is the orbit periapsis in
the orbit al refercn cc frame measured fro~n the anti-solar vector. in other words, the orbit pcriapsis
is clioscn) so that the orbiter velocity points against LIIC asteroid orbital lnoticm.
Substitute the above angles into Equations 35- 38 to find that all the equations for the
osculating cle]llents are zero expcc.t for L:
(58)
‘J’hc eccentricity which zeroes out this equation is:
ez

=

A
–—-.=
mA2

(59)

‘1’bus, for larger orbits, this eccentricity tends to 1, whereas for larger asteroids, this eccentricity
tends tO O.
For either solution to be of practical intcrwst requires that the eccentricity not bc too large.
Note that c] = ez = 1/@ when A = 1. From Equation 55, the size of the orbit necessary for this
cqua]ity is:
(60)
For orbits a larger sclni-lnajor axis, the solar plane-of-sky solution with e] is preferred (as it is lnore
circular), whereas for orbits with a s~nallcr scrlli-major axis, i,hc orbital plane solution with cz is
prcfcrrcd.

6 . 2 . 3 Pcwiocl of C)scillations
An itemofpractica] interest is the period oftl~cil~tcgral) lcll)otioll, astl~isi tldicatest llcfrequc1]cy
of correction which lnust be applied to the orbit. It also i]lclicatcs the severity of the effect if not in
a fromn orbit: the longer the period, the longer until a correction Inust be made.
lbolnltefcrence [8]tllc period of theintcgrablc lnotion is:
7)>

=

~z—-L–.z
Nti+A2

(61)

Foran orbit at altitucle aaboutanastcroid ofuniform radius ivat I,5A1J frolnthcsun, the
value of this period is:
(62)
As indicated earlim-, the general eccentricity variation has a characteristic ‘{double huInp”
whcro the eccentricity becomes large twice cwery period. ‘1’bus, the cc.c.entricit,y lnay change from
O to 0.5 over a quarter of this period. For an asteroid of radius 1 k]]] and an orbit altitude of20
kill, t})is characteristic tilneis 21 days. For an astcrc]id of radius 10 kln and an orbit altitude of
50 kin, this characteristic tilncis 155 days. ‘J’hus, for a small asteroid, this is an i]nportant cflcct
which lnust be controlled frcqucnt]y, while for a larger asteroid, this effect lnust not be controlled
as frcc]ucntly.

7 Asteroid Shape Effects
‘1’hc generic shape of an asteroid is non-spheroid in genera] and can usually be approximated by a
tri-axial ellipsoid. ‘1’he distorted shape of an asteroid can have severe consequences for the dynalnics
of a satellite orbit within a few radii of the body ant] will have significa]]t consequences for the
dynall)ics of a satellite within x 10 radii of its body. III this section wc give a brief overview of how
an asteroid may bc characterized in terms of its shape and what the Inajor eflects of its shape on
tl)c orbit dynamics are.

7.1

Asteroid Characterization

AssuInc, for silnplicity, that the asteroicl may be charactcrizccl as a constant density tri-axial ellipsoid.
‘1’his is a general rnodcl, as by varying the three sclni-~najor axes of the ellipsoid the asteroid shape
can be spccificd as a sphere, pancake, cigar or any intmvnccliatc shape. ‘1’bus, the tri-axial ellipsoid
IIlodcl allows the analyst to approximate the Inajor shape distortions of the body in tcrrns of a
sill)l]lc model.
Given the three semi-~najor axes of the astcroicl: a, /? and -y, given in order of their size, the
total In ass of t,he asteroid ]nay bc computed fro~n Jlquation 2. ‘1’hc dimensions a, /? and y of the
asteroid lnay usually be Incasurcdj or bounded, from Earth-based observations. ‘1’hc mass is still an
uncertain para~nct,er, however, as t,hc unc.crtainty in tile density of the asteroid lnay often bc quite
large, although estimates on its nominal value do exist (2.6 g/cc for C-type asteroids and 3.5 g/cc
for $typc asteroids, Rcfcrcncc [1 O]). Another paralnctcr of ilnportance is the rotation rate of the
asteroid, wA, or the period of one rotation, 2~/wA. ‘J’his para]nctcr ~nay also be Incasurcd using
ground-based observations, Given thcxw paralnctcrs, the generic. dynalnics whicl] an asteroicl orbiter
will encounter can be described. ‘1’his allows for pre-mission planning based on a more realistic
lnodc.1 of the body, although ]nission plans cannot be finalized until the actual bocly par-a~neters are
cst,ilnatcd upon rendezvous with the asteroid.
T’hcdynamicso fan asteroid orbiter can bc discussed co~nplctely, with thetri-axial ellipsoid
forlnulation, using thrcc di~ncnsionlcss paramet,ers:
(63)

Notcthat~~~<l ingcnera]. ‘1’he paralnetcx b istllc ratio ofthcgravitational attraction at,thc
l o n g encl of theclllpsoidto the centripcta] acce]cration at thclongcnrl, assumingthe body ’sm ass
is concentrated at the ellipsoid center. “J’hcparalnctcrsj and ~ arcalncasure of theellipticityof
(Illc tri-axial ellipsoid,
“J’he equations of motion for the orbiter about a t,ri-axial ellipsoid model of an asteroid are
lnost easily statcrl in a coordinate frame rotating with the asteroid. Note that this assulnes that
the asteroid isin principal axis rotation. ‘1’hecxpression of the potential of thetri-axiale l]ipsoirlis
ill terlns of elliptic integrals. See Reference [9] fc)r a complete derivation of these equations and a
description of their proper-ties.
Orbiter lnotion aboutana steroid caubc characterized intwo basicways. ‘I’llc first way is an
evaluation of near-synchronous lnotion about the asteroid. ‘1’his investigates t}lc satellite dynalnics
when in or near a 1:1 rcsonancc with the asteroid rotation rate. ‘J’he characteristics of motion in this
re.gilne can vary markedly depending on the asteroid l)arameters. ‘1’hc second way is an evaluation
of 1) lotion when not in near-synchronous motion shout the asteroid. in tlkcsc cases, tlic satellite
clynar]nics car) be understood by approximating the asteroid with an oblate spheroid. “1’his case is of
ilnportance when designing the nominal orbital phasrx about an asteroid.
Another way in whicl) to characterize the gravitational effects of tllc asteroid shape is hy specifying the 2nd order gravitational harmonics, C 20 = –32 and C22. ‘J’he JZ cocfflcicmt cl)aractcrizes
the ob]atencss of the asteroid shape and, assuming a tri-axial ellipsoid lnoclel, is colnputed as:
J

2

=

~:2 (@2 -1 p’ -- 27’)

(66)

‘J’he paralneter is bounded in general as J 2 <0.2, a l]lore realistic upper bound would bc to take
Jz <0.1. ‘] ’he CZ2 cocfflcicmt, cl~aracterims the elliptic.ity of the asteroid equator and for a tri-axial
ellipsoid is computed as:

7.2 Near-synchronous Orbits
first characterization of an asteroid is the cleterrnination of tile stability of synchronous orbits
in Ll]e asteroid’s equator. For larger Lodics, such as the Earth or the major planets, where the body
shal)e is nearly sphcroicl, there are 4 synchronous orbits in tile equator of the bocly, two of these
orbits are stable and two arc unstable. In the planetary case, ~notion near tl}c stable synchronous
orbits will oscillate about, the orbit, whereas motion near the unstable synchronous orbits will tend
to drift away in longitude only, the lnotion being stable in the raclial direction in general (Refcrencc
[1]).
When considering orbits about an asteroid, these 4 syJ) chronous orbits still exist, but their
stability prop ertim may have cliangecl. in particular, if the asteroid shape is distorted enough, the
2 stable orbits become unstab]c. “l’his signals an important cffcc.t on the general dynamics of rrcarsyl]cllronous orbits about the asteroid, as the instability in these two synchronous orbits acts in
the radial direction and may c.ausc an orbiting satellite to crash on the surface in shor~ tirnc spans.
Given tllc llol~-dilllel]siol~al parameters of au asterc)icl, the synchronous radius will be close to:
‘1’lIc

asyl)c

25

tY6’/3

(68)

As described in Refereucc [9], the dynamics about asteroids which have 4 unstable synchronous
orbits are different than the dyna~nic.s about asteroids which have 2 unst ahlc and 2 stable orbits.

Given tbc three p a r a m e t e r s 6, ~ and ~, it is possib]c to clcterminc the asteroid’s ‘(rl’ypc”. ‘1’hc
designation used here is that an asteroid with two stable and two unstable synchronous orbits is of
‘J’ypc 1, while an asteroid with four unstable synchronous orbits is of ‘1’ype 11. ‘l’he colnputation of
an asteroid’s type involves the evaluation of au algebraic inequality involving elliptic integrals. Scc
Rcfcrcnce [9] for a detailed discussion of tbc evaluation of the asteroid type. lrigurc 1 is a plot giving
sufflc.icmcy conditions for an asteroid to be of “1’ypc 11. If the values for 6 and ~ lie under the curve,
then the asteroid is of ‘J’ypc 11 for all possible values of the slnallest di~ncnsion ~. If the values lie
above this curve, then the asteroid with y = @ is of ‘1’ype 1. }Iowcvcr, there lnay be values of ~ which
are still slnall enough for the asteroid to be of ?’ype 11.
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Figure 1: Sufflcicncy Conclitions For ‘1’ypc 11 Asteroids

Given the asteroid type, the stability and safety of near-synchronous orbits ]nay be evaluated.
If the asteroid is definitely of ‘1’ype 1, then synchronous orbits IJ]ay be of scientific interest as they
allow for long dwell periods over certain locations on the asteroid surface. Due to the perturbations
of tbc actual gravity field, additional design and control must be pcrfor]ncd to ensure the stability
of the orbit. IIowcvcr, there will be no lnajor instability effects which lnust be fought.
If the target asteroid is determined to be of l’ypc 11, then it becomes imperative to avoid the
strong instability associated with near-synchronous orbits. ‘1’hc strength of this instability is due to
the nature of the two, new unstable synchronous orbits. lJnlikc the previous unstable sync.kronous
orbits, which have real characteristic exponents and hence arc hyperbolically unstable, the new
unstable orbits have complex characteristic exponents and hence the unstable manifold spirals away
froln the orbit in phase space. ‘1’his spiral motion leads to a large variation in the orbit radius and
quickly brings the orbiter to a C 1 OSC flyby or crashing trajectory. If the satellite orbits arc far away
fro]ll tllc asteroid (usually further thau 3 or 4 radii), the orbit will not suffer the instability effects.
If the lnissioll plan calls for the spacecraft to orbit within 3 or 4 radii of a ‘1’ypc 11 asteroid,
which is in general close to the near-synchronous orbit radii, a strategy of orbiting tbc asteroid in
retrograde orbits lnust be followed. Such orbits allow tllc spacecraft to achieve low altitude orbits
without becoming synchronous with the asteroid rotation rate. Reference [9] presents an example
of a falnily of stable periodic. orbits which are retrograde about a ‘1’ype 11 astcroicl. ‘1’his fa~ni]y of
orbits exist at arbitrarily low altitudes about the asteroid.

Note that the instability of near-synchronous orbits aflcct all direct orbits shout a ‘1’ypc 11
asteroid, and not just tlhc equatorial orbits. ‘1’bus, near-po]ar orbits should also be i,rcatcd with
care. Although they lnay technically bc “retrograde”, the instability efi’ccts lnay still aflcct thcnlj
especially if t,hcy arc close to a 1:1 rcsonancc with the asttcroid rotation rat,c.
Scc l’able 1 for a brief list of characteristics of solne asteroids of current interest,, Obscrvc
that, lnost, of these asteroids arc of ‘1’ypc 11.
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‘J’able 1: l’aralnctcrsand Shape Characterizations for Solnc Astcroidsof lntcrcst

It should bc cautioned that forcithcrrl’ypcl or]] astcroicls, synchronous, near-circularpolar
orbits arc unstab]c in general. ‘] ’his instability acts on the orbit ccc.cntric.ity. Forrl’ypc] asteroids,
thcrcgion ofinstability tcndstobcsmallalld easily avoided.

7.3 Asteroid Oblateness Effects
If the asteroid is of ‘1’ypc 1 or if a retrograde orbit strategy is taken about, a ‘1’ypc 11 asteroid or if the
orbit radius is far froln the asteroid, then the lnain cflcct of tllc asteroid shape on the orbit bccomcs
thcoblatcncss cflcct. ForrJ1ype I asteroids, this is because these astcroidstcnd to bc less distorted
in the equatorial plane and oblatcness is the largest effect. k’or ‘J’ypc 11 astcroicls, which lnay bc
c]uitc distorted in the equatorial plane (have large C;zz values), this is only true if the satellite is in
a retrograde orbit about the asteroid or is far froln tllc astcroicl. For ‘1’ypc 11 asteroids, following
such orbits cffcc.tivcly performs a spatial average over the asteroid ccluator, reducing the dynamical
cflcct of the asteroid’s shape to an oblatcness effect.
Nulncrical si?nulations of such orbits show that, oblatencss is a significant effect, and that
retrograde orbits shout I’ypc II asteroids can bc reliably prcdictcd using the theory of orbits about
an ohlat,e spheroid. Properly, to introduce such an apl)roximationt the asteroid should bc rep]accd
with an oblatc asteroid with the salnc Inass ancl an average equatorial radius hctwecn the largest
and slnallcst ccluatoria] radii. Rcfcrcnce [2] investigates orbits about au oblate spheroid.
A further si]nplification rcplaccs the effect ofthcoblatc sphcroidbythc J2 oblatcncss termin
thcastcroid gravitational potential. l~orlllotioll i~~a})otcl~tialw itlla J2tcr111, tllcavcragcdI,agra~ ~gc
l'lal~ctary cquatio~]sl rlaybcc o~l~l~~ltedas (ItcfcrcIlcc [5]):
(69)
dw
d!

=

-T%

[:si]’2 i-21

(70)

(71)

wl]crc i, c ancl a suflcr no secular cfi’ccts and
(72)
‘I’hcosculating clc)nentsare refercnc.cd totllcl Jquatorialc. oordillatcsy stcr~l,asd escribedprc vio~lsly.
As is classically known, the scc.ular effect of the oblatencss acts prilnarily on the orbit node and
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Although the orbit selni-rnajor axis, eccentricity and inclination remain constant on
average, there are short period variations in all of t,hesc c]clnents.
lJsing a tri-axial ellipsoid lnodcl of the asteroid, LIIC J2 va]uc is cornputcd using Equation 66.
A S lncmtioncd earlier, the rnaxilnurn limit on J 2 is 0.2, although a ]norc practical limit is t,o take
J 2 <0,1. ‘l’he size of the J 2 tcrln for an asteroid is in general quite large, as compared to this tcrln
for plal]ets. SCC ‘1’able 1 for J2 values for the asteroids listed there. Colnparc these t,o the J2 value
for Saturn, 0.016, which is the largest alnong all the planets.
‘1’aking a maxilnulr] value of J2 = 0.1, an asteroid wit}l average radius & and a circular orbit
with sc~ni-]najor axis a, the secular rate of precession will hc on the order of
pcriapsis,

c,

% 734 (;)7’2 clcgrecs/day

(73)

Note that this is a lnaxirnuln va]uc, as t,hc precession rate is lnultip]icd by a reducing trigono~nctric
factor. For a 10 km orbit about a 1 krn astcroicl this rate is 0.23 dcgrccs/day, for a 50 km orbit
about, a 10 km asteroid this rate is 2.6 dcgrccs/day, and for a 200 km orbit about a 100 km asteroid,
this rate is 65 clcgrccs/day. ‘1’bus, for orbiters at a fcw asteroid radii, the effect of the prcc.cssion can
bccolnc very large.
l)UC to the large dynaloical effect of the asteroid oblatcllcss, it lnust bc accounted for in the
prc-lllission planning of the orbital phase, It also places rcstrict,ions on which orbits arc feasible to
lnaintain and control. As an cxalnp]c, under SUCI) large precession rates, it ~nay not bc feasible to
keep au ast,croid orbiter C 1 OSC to the Earth plane-of-sky, as the orbit will bc lnovccl out of this }~]allc
unclcr Lhc precession effects. ‘1’0 maintain such an orbit gcolnctry IIlay require Inancuvcrs every fcw
days. It is ilnportant, to note that the precession of the orbit occurs about the mean rotation po]c
of the asteroid. ‘1’hc orientation of the ~nean rotation pole of the asteroid will in genera] point in
an arbitrary direction for any given asteroid. It is essential that the rotation pole orientation bc
known prior to rendezvous. l,ack oftllis il~forl)latiol~ uoul(lc olIll)licatct llcI]re-lnission} )la~~Ili1]gof
tl)e orbital phase.

8 Combined Effects
]n this scctioll, the rc]alivestrcngth of the three lnajorforcc perturbations actiug on an astcroicl
orbiter arc collnpared. ‘J’hcstrcngth of these forces arc lncasurccl by their cocfllcicnt,s in the avcragccl
l,agrangcplanctary equation. Comparisonof their ratios iudic.atcs which forces cJolninatcin which
regions.
IJcfinc thcfollowing characteristic “frcqucncics” fori,hc solar tidc(L’t), solar radiation prcss~lrc
(Cg) and asteroid shape ((7,):
(74)
(75)
(76)
‘J’hcsc arcthcf requcncicsi dcntificd with thcavcraged Lagrange planetary cquationsforcacll ofthc
~najor effects considered in this paper. ‘1’heir size represents the magnitudcof the effect they have
oll the osculating elelncnts.
For colnparison purposes, assume a circular asteroid orbit at 1.5 AU, the nolniual value of
tllcspacccraft parameter B = 0.03125 and J2 = 0.1. Also, assu~nc that the Inassof the asteroid is
colnputcd using an average radius @ and that Lhc spacecraft is in a circular orbit with sclni-major
axis a.
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Under tkcsc assu~nptions, the frequencies take on the charactcrist,ic values:
G
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(77)

L’~ = 0.46 :3 d e g r e e s / d a y

(78)

~

(79)
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=
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‘J’hcrc]atlivc ratios ofthcsc para]nctcrs arc then:
Cg
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c
—i.
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(80)

X 1,3 x10-4a

(81)

w
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(82)

‘1’hc regimes of dominan cc of the diflcrcnt cffcc.t,s arc found by identifying the point where
tl]c ratios arc equal to 1, For ratios lCSS than 1, the effect in the denominator dominates; for ratios
greater than 1, the effect in the numerator dominates.
For the relative strength between the solar tide and solar radiation pressure, note that the
solar radiation prwssure forvnally dominates when:
r-l < 7700 kll”l

(83)

‘J’his is WCI1 within the orbit radii assulned for t,his paper. Further, at such a distance from an
ast,croid, the notion of au orbit bec.omcs clouded due to the weakness of the gravitational attraction
of the asteroid. ‘1’bus, within the assumptions lnadc for the current analysis, it is clear that the
solar tide effects arc subservient to the solar radiation pressure forces. When orbiting a large p]anct,
liowcvcr, it is clear that the ticlal forces lnay c.oml~ctc with the solar radiation pressure effects.
For the relative strength of the solar radiation pressure to bc larger than the asteroid shape
cfloct,, the orbit semi-lnajor axis must be:
a

>

6.3ti514

(84)

For slnal] asteroids (a <2 km) the solar radiation pressure effect is clearly dominant for all but the
closest of orbits. ‘l%us, the implc~nentation of the frozen orbits about a slnall asteroid is feasible
and I]lay bc the desired approach.
lror intcrvncdiatc sized asteroids (2 < a < 10 kin) the solar radiation pressure effect is of the
salne order as the asteroid shape effect for orbits in tllc range of interest. ‘1’bus, design of orbital
IIlissions should take this into account. “1’he ]najor effects which shoulcl be considered arc that
the frozen orbit design, which is feasible for the slnallcr asteroids, cannot be maintained without
correction. ‘1’hc genera] cflect of the asteroid shape will bc to prcccss the angular lnolncntu~n
aljout the asteroid rotation po]c and t,o cause secular change to the argu~nent of pcriapsis. ‘J’bus,
in order to take advantage of the constant eccentricity property of the frozen orbits, correction
]nancuvcrs must bc performed periodically to reset the node and peria])sis of the orbit. Conversc]y,
if a frozen orbit design is not implemented, the eccentricity of the orbit will have a secular increase
and I[lust bc corrected whenever it bcc,omes t,oo large. Note that, for a constant semi-major axis,
as the eccentricity incrcascs so do the secular rates of change of the orbit noclc and pcriapsis in the
equatorial plane. q’bus, thmc is additional impetus to control the eccentricity to slnallcr values.
For large ashmoids (1 O < cr < 100 kin) the effect of the solar radiation pressure is clearly
dolninated by the 32 effect. Thus, cxccpt for large orbits about the asteroid, the orbital phase
st,ratcgy ]nay bc planned considering the asteroid shape cffcc.ts only.
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Note that for the solar tide effect to dominate over the asteroid shape effect requires an orbital
radius greater than:
a

>

26&

(85)

‘1’bus, as cxpcctcd, the ll]agnitude of the solar ticlc effect is the smallest of the three, except when
in very large orbits about the asteroid.

9 Conclusion
IIascd on the analysis in this paper, it, is possib]c to characterize the major force effects an astcroicl
orbiter will cmcounter during its nominal ~nission phase. Of the three candidate perturbations to the
asteroid’s central attraction, only the solar radiation pressure and the asteroid shape are seen to be
ilnportant. The solar tide has a relatively s~nall effect as colnpared to those forces, and ~nust only be
considered once precision trajectory and orbit determination work is pa-formed. ‘1’hc solar radiation
pressure is important when orbiting small and intermediate sized asteroids, or orbiting any asteroid
at, a large distance. It can be a significant efl’cct as it drives the ecc.cntricity towards larger values.
‘lllIC asteroid shape is i~nportant when orbiting any asieroid within a few radii, although its effect
rc)llains significant out to 10 asteroid radii. l’urthcrlnorc, when orbiting an asteroid within a few
radii, it is crucial to evaluate the stability of synchronous orbits. This can bc done by colnputing
the asteroid type. If it is of ‘1’ype 1, then near-synchronous orbits may be flown if proper control
and prediction is possible. If it is of l’ype 11, then near-synchronous orbits will be too unstab]c
to realistically control, unless a robust on-board autono~nous navigation and control strategy is
ilnplcmcnted.
For orbiters at slnal] asteroids, the solar radiatic]n pressure will dominate, except when very
close to the asteroid. ‘1’hus the shape and tidal effects may be treated as small perturbations and not
accounted for in the prilnary lnission plans. It may be feasible to ilnplcment frozcm orbits dcsignecl
to cancel the secular effects of the solar radiation pressure in this situation.
For orbiters at intervnediatc sized asteroids, both the solar radiation pressure and the shape
effects will be of the sa]nc orclcr of magnitude for orbit raclii of interest. Frozen orbits designed
for the solar radiation pressure will be affected by the precession of the orbit about the asteroid
rotation pole. Generally, the asteroid rotation pole will lic in an orientation which does not allow
tbc ]Jrcccssion effects to bc incorporated into the frozen orbit clesign. Aclditionally, the secular
lnotion in the argument of perigee will ]nove the frozen orbit out of its preferred orientation. ‘J’bus,
it, lnay not be feasible to implcvncnt the frozen orbit, design. Coupling between the solar radiation
pressure and the J 2 effect ]nust also be ]nodelcd ancl corrcc.tcd. Furthermore, if the asteroicl is of
‘1’ypc 11, there will be restrictions on the orbit placement due to the instability of near-synchronous
orbits.
For orbiters at large asteroids, the solar radiation pressure effect is slnall and the asteroid
shape effects dominat,e the environlnent. If the astcroicl is of ‘1’ype 1, then there are no stringent
rcst,rictions on t,hc plac.mncnt of orbits about the asteroid. If tllc asteroid is of ‘J’ypc 11, then orbits
within 4 asteroid radii should be retrograde. For both t,llcsc cases, the eflect of the asteroid ol)lateness
is large and will drive the design of the orbital phase of the lnission. ‘1’he presence of this effect
renders incrtially fixed orbits unfeasib]c except for circular orbits in the asteroid equator or circular
orbits in polar orbits about the asteroid.
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